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The United Nations (UN), through the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), has set ambitious targets for a
sustainable future, and the UN Global Compact Network India (GCNI) supports this vision by mobilizing businesses
to align their practices with these 17 goals. With just over a decade left to achieve these goals, it has become
imperative to align all stakeholders to work together. SDG 5 focuses on Gender Equality and calls for action to
ensure equal opportunities and participation for everyone in all spheres of life. With gender stereotyping and
discrimination still widely prevalent in India, the youth of India are now coming together to deliberate, generate
awareness and create an Equality movement. To add momentum to this cause, India Inc. needs to contribute its
knowledge, expertise and resources to bring about the much-needed change in the socio-economic fabric.
In its own journey of promoting Gender Equality particularly as we moved into the decade of action, GCNI had
organized its third Gender Equality Summit (GES) at New Delhi on 6 th March 2020. The event marked the
celebrations of International Women’s Day and accordingly the Summit deliberated on ‘India Inc. for Generation
Equality: Decade of Action’. The programme brought India Inc., as one of the key enablers for Gender Equality,
together to pool its resources coupled with digitization and entrepreneurship as the most potent tools to reach the
target. We had eminent speakers and participants from a diverse set of backgrounds including Heads of Corporate
Organizations, Not-for-profits, and Public Sector Units, besides representatives from Academia, Civil Society
Organizations and UN entities from across the globe. GCNI also released its Research Publication ‘Rethinking
Gender Representation Across Value Chains’ to help businesses impart a gender perspective across their value
chains.
Another unique feature of the Summit was the 3 rd Best Innovative Practice Awards 2020 aimed at encouraging and
recognizing inclusive workplace practices by organizations across different sectors. Over 45 renowned
organizations from across India participated in the competition. In addition to this, the event had the participation of
students from schools and colleges voicing their thoughts on how to bridge the gender inequality gap to take India
forward.
GCNI through its various campaigns and projects has been a strong advocate of Gender Equality in the business
world and strongly believes that partnerships are essential to creating a robust impact. Keeping this in mind, we
collaborated with UN India and UN Women for ‘Women’s Empowerment Principles (WEPs)’, a set of principles for
business offering guidance on how to empower women in the workplace, marketplace and the community.
Furthermore, the Summit for the first time got support from the Ministry of Women and Child Development,
Government of India making the Summit more impactful. This Summit marked an important milestone for GCNI and
all the connected stakeholders to share the learnings, revisit the progress made so far, and activate targeted goals
for the future in its quest to achieve a Gender Equal India.
Best Wishes
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“Gender equality is not a battle of the sexes, it’s a battle for equality, a battle that men and women
must wage side-by-side. The empowerment of women is about the empowerment of humanity.”
- Elizabeth Broderick, Former Sex Discrimination Commissioner, Australia (2007-2015)

While there is a rising acknowledgement of the criticality of achieving gender equality as a prerequisite for
sustainable growth, a close look at the statistics gives away the hard truth. We still have a long way to go in our
pursuit of this objective, which is also a core UN Sustainable Development Goal. This is especially true for India
as we continue to be a laggard in global gender equality rankings, with the gap being most pronounced when it
comes to the economy. Women account for less than a quarter of the organized workforce in India, and
amongst those who do work, only a handful manage to rise to leadership roles, while most are also at the
wrong end of a wage disparity. Clearly, it is time to set the record right and ensure our actions match our words
when it comes to adopting gender equality as a strategic objective. It was this thought that prompted us to
choose “India Inc. and Generation Equality: The Decade of Action as the theme for the UNGCNI’s 3rd Gender
Equality Summit held at New Delhi on 6th March, 2020. Like in previous editions, our goal was to enable an
honest discussion coupled with exchange of ideas and knowledge sharing leading to an actionable plan for
making our workplaces more gender inclusive. The Summit wished to draw attention to the opportunity cost of
excluding women from the workforce, its underlying drivers and collectively explore ways to attract, retain
and groom more women talent across sectors.
I am happy to share that we managed to stage a highly successful summit bringing together distinguished experts
and thought leaders from India Inc. as well as the social and public sector, who shared many valuable insights and
perspectives on promoting gender equality at work. This year was also special as we partnered with UN Women and
The Ministry of Women & Child Development, Govt. of India to amplify our efforts and urged businesses to sign up for
the UN Women’s Women Empowerment Principles on the sidelines of this event. There were a lot of learnings as
the panellists deliberated on a wide range of topics ranging from barriers faced by working women, lack of gender
sensitivity in organizational policies, need for mentorship and training, encouragement for women led enterprises
and how the Government, businesses and the society at large can together create a more conducive environment
for women to pursue a career and rise to the top. An important message that resonated throughout the summit was
that men have a critical role to play in advancing gender equality at work and this begins with their being ready to
share more domestic responsibilities, so women can perform to their fullest potential at work.

At events like these, it is equally important to showcase best practices and celebrate achievers and role models, as
this can trigger a domino effect and inspire the change that we all want to see. The Innovative Gender Practices
Award, held as part of this summit helped identify and bring to the fore some of the path breaking work that is
happening in public sector units, private businesses, NGOs and educational institutions to create more gender
inclusive workplaces. The highlight of the Summit was the session which saw two towering woman achievers, Kaku
Nakhate, Country Head, Bank of America and educationist Gowri Ishwaran share their inspirational journey and
what helped them reach the very pinnacle in their respective professions.
The GES, through its mission-driven platform has been playing a pivotal role in driving the gender equality
agenda forward and will continue to do so in the coming decade of action. What is important though, is what
happens in the period between two editions of the summit. As Chair of GES, I sincerely hope and believe that we
will be able to apply the learnings from this summit across sectors, to accelerate the journey towards gender
parity at work. To that end, I hope you find this report, comprising the key highlights and takeaways from the
summit, an useful reference.
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Background & Context

Gender equality is not only a fundamental human right but a
necessary foundation for a peaceful, prosperous and sustainable
world. Providing women and girls with equal access to education,
health care, decent work, and representation in political and
economic decision-making processes will fuel sustainable
economies and benefit societies and humanity at large.
This was the inspiring statement given by the UN on SDG 5 that seeks to achieve gender equality and
empower all women and girls. Although proactive actions have been undertaken, the hard truth has to
be acknowledged that for many women, young women, adolescent girls, and girls, progress is not
happening nearly fast enough. Across the world, women continue to face gender-based
discrimination, marginalisation, and violence, including unequal access to education and
opportunities for leadership and participation. No country in the world has achieved gender equality,
and many are still far behind. At the current pace of change, it will take 50 years to achieve parity in
political participation and 118 years for true pay equality. To break these trajectories and make a
Gender Equal Planet by 2030 requires taking bold and decisive actions.
The UN SDGs and UN for women have been seeking young women and young men as partners in
achieving gender equality to ‘engender’ the youth movement and ‘enyouth’ the women’s movement.
With globalisation and digitisation making world a smaller place, the force and inspiration of the young
leaders in tandem with global business community have been identified as critical drivers for
accelerating progress on sustainable development and gender equality.

Indian Context
India, with half of its population below the age of 25, is amongst the youngest countries in the world and the woman
of this segment has the strongest zeal for living in a gender-equal India. In a recent survey by the World Economic
Forum and the Observer Research Foundation, 82% of female respondents expressed their desire for full-time
employment, contradicting the stereotype that associates them just to part-time jobs. On similar lines, the age-old
notion that most women find household chores and unpaid work acceptable has been rejected, with only 1% of the
surveyed female youth endorsing this ideology.
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India is changing, and the current generation is more connected than ever. Digital penetration in recent years has
increased significantly and consequently, the affinity towards social media. This demographic has been highly active
in bridging gaps and connecting rural and urban groups to the evolving socio-cultural fabric of the country, ushering
in gender-equal cultural norms and speaking up against gender-based violence. Not just women, there has been a
rise in the number of men supporting equal rights globally such as the UN women’s HeforShe movement that have
inspired similar trends in India like Mardon Waali Baat by YP Foundation and Breakthrough India’s Bell Bajao.
However, establishing gender-equal norms in the social ecosystem of India is still a complex road to travel. The
Indian landscape needs to address this issue through innovative policies and projects that can be implemented
through a multi-stakeholder effort. Leaders today have the potential and resources to catalyse change by
implementing policies to support sustained gender equality in the business environment including their own offices
and across their supply chain. Thus starting a chain reaction for change from the grass-root level demographics to
the apex.
With the introduction of the UN Sustainable development goals, there has been a shift in business strategy towards
a positive impact on all stakeholders. This coupled with the existing Corporate Social Responsibility mandate that
channels private capital towards a social cause, has resulted in many businesses impacting citizens at the grassroot levels, with women and children being one of the primary beneficiaries. This provides for a conducive space for
bringing in changes in gender equality norms in the country and promoting gender-neutral notions across the value
chain.

About the GES 2020
GCNI’s 3rd gender equality summit in India carries forward the momentum built by the previous two
summits around Gender Equal India. The summit coincides with the International Women’s day, and
consequently, aligns the international theme with the Indian fabric to highlight the current generation as a
key driver and the India Inc. as a key catalyst for gender equality.
Being more aware, more connected and more vocal about gender rights, this ‘Generation Equality’ holds
the potential to bring about a change from the rural entrepreneurial landscape to the formal urban
workplace. GES 2020 deliberates on how the 2020 India Inc can channel this potential through its knowhow and resources to magnify focus on gender equality, gender norms and gender neutrality across
industries and sectors.
This summit builds from the Goal 5 of the UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and the Women’s
Empowerment Principles (WEPs) to unite India Inc. as it calls for thoughts from the Private Sector,
Governments, not-for-profits and community at large. As we step into the next decade, this summit is a
platform for discussing the issues in the current day and what is required to ensure gender equality in the
years to come.
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Key
Objectives

01

Gain insights on emerging trends on gender
equality through the lens of generation 2020

02

idea

Understand the necessities concerning
workplace enablement practices for
working women in the formal and informal
space cutting across generations

03

04

05

08

Deliberations on how to confront
traditional norms around gender
that are difficult to break

Role of young female entrepreneurs
in changing cultural barriers in India

Determine focus areas of partnerships for
aligning long term business goals with
sustainability goals that are interlinked with
the gender agenda

Inaugural Session

Welcome Address
The Welcome address was given by Mr. Uddesh Kohli, who acknowledged the audience’s keen interest in the
Summit by turning up in huge numbers. He explained about the Summit’s theme: India Inc. for Generation Equality,
and how it reflects the International Women’s day theme, that is, focusing on the need for mobilizing today’s
generation as well as corporates for action towards equal rights for men and women.

The theme explores the relevance and ways in
bringing together people of this generation to raise
voices for equal gender rights in India.

Salient
Point

The Inaugural Session was graced by
various eminent persons from diverse backgrounds

Uddesh Kohli

Vaishali Sinha

Ms. Lise Kingo

Senior Advisor
UNGC

Chair, GCNI GES 2020,
Founding Chair, ReNew Foundation
Chief Sustainability Officer, ReNew Power

CEO & Executive Director
UNGC New York

Nishtha Satyam

Friederike Tschampa

Deputy Representative, UN Women MCO
for India, Bhutan, Maldives and Sri Lanka

First Counsellor
Head of Political Affairs, EU
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Rohit Bahadur
Partner, CSR Advisory and Sustainability
Grant Thornton
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Summit Overview
Ms. Vaishali Sinha covered the Summit overview, which was, to determine the action required for the next decade
to achieve gender equality in India. She applauded the efforts of the GCNI team and stressed on how implementation
between the summits is even more important than the discussions in the summit. Consequently, she highlighted
the progress post the 2019 summit, which included collaborations with NITI Aayog to enable policies that create
maps for implementing best practices as well as sharing learnings from the various case studies over the year. She
enlightened the audience about the current year’s objective of catalysing India Inc. for an equitable workplace and
enlisted key focus areas, namely -Reviewing policies, Revisiting hiring practices, Redistributing caretaker
responsibility, Mentoring, skilling and grooming women and Collaborating with other stakeholders.

Salient
Point

Focussing on SDG 5 as well as understanding
what Gender does to accelerate other SDGs is
important.

Special Address on Targeting Gender Equality
Ms. Lise Kingo, CEO & Executive Director, UNGC New York sent her message for the summit through a video
broadcast. She reiterated the GCNI sentiment of the pressing need for women empowerment. She stated that with
the current rate, it will take another 70 years to close the gender gap in South Asia, and thus to expedite this,
businesses should apply the seven women empowerment principles of UN Women and utilize tools like the WEPS
gender gap analysis into their practices. She recommended companies to take proactive roles in ensuring gender
equality in the workplace, marketplace and the community.

Address on Women Empowerment
Ms. Nishtha Satyam from UN Women highlighted how the private sector is the largest stakeholder and the biggest
supporter for gender equality. Her address highlighted of marketplaces’ inability to end gender inequality,
irrespective of the weight of the positive outcomes, due to the lack of personal connect. She related the
redistribution of power making people uncomfortable, as the root cause for this lack of personal will to end gender
inequality. She stressed the need for going beyond merely expressing intent for addressing gender equality by
implementing changes to address the problem. She recommended effectively performing against gender markers
and signing the WEP to adhere to a framework for addressing gender inequality. She stressed the need for gender
equality strategies being a matter of desire instead of merit, asking for more women in board rooms, management,
offices and supply chains

Salient
Point

There is a need for going beyond intent and taking
actionable steps to improve gender equality in all
companies of India.
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Special Address on European Union’s (EU) collaborations for women
empowerment
Ms. Friederike Tschampa graced the inaugural session and spoke on EU’s activities surrounding gender equality.
EU’s decision to partner with UN Women was with the intent to support women empowerment at the workplace and
home. She discussed the EU’s new strategy for 2025 to tackle gender inequality issues and promote stronger
political will, legislative frameworks, and policy measures. This strategy package aims to implement best labour
practices that address issues in family duties, equal pay, pension gaps, decision making, violence against women,
investments in education and business sector investing. She also spoke of enabling tools for female entrepreneurs
available from the EU, such as the WE gate platform, which provides information links for setting up businesses,
business networks, etc. She spoke of EU investing in India and Asia at large along with private companies, for
promoting education, healthcare, water & sanitation, skilling and other areas critical in achieving the SDG 5.

Salient
Point

With the Beijing declaration on women’s rights
turning 25 and the UN Women’s India chapter
turning 10, this year (2020) is sparking renewed
momentum for gender equality in India.

Theme Address
Mr. Rohit Bahadur of Grant Thornton enlightened the audience with the thought process behind the overall theme
and the encompassing plenary sessions of the summit. The first plenary session focusses on representing women
across all segments of the value chain and not just corporate offices, followed by, the second session which aims to
understand the role of digital technology in empowering women. Lastly, the third session aims to understand how
innovation and entrepreneurship can be leveraged to empower women for gender equality.
He stated his firm belief in the benefits of gender equity, and assigning roles based on capabilities rather than
gender, emphasising on the need to address the issues like low economic participation, care economy, women’s
entrepreneurship, equal pay and digital inclusion through these sessions.
Furthermore, he elaborated on the thought paper ‘Rethinking Gender Representation Across Value Chains’
launched by the dignitaries in this session.

Salient
Point

There is a need to consider economic
development strategies with a gender agnostic
approach. This elevates the opportunities for
women’s efficient labor force participation.
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Launch of Thought Paper: Rethinking Gender Representation Across
Value Chains
This publication by the UN GCNI and Grant Thornton India highlights the current case of gender equality in the India
Inc. value-chain ecosystem and provides insights through case studies from around the world on how digital
technologies, innovation and entrepreneurship, and gender-par value chains can together create a roadmap to an
equitable future.

UN GCNI Best Innovative Practices Awards Ceremony
The 3rd edition of Best Innovative Practice Awards invited applications from Public & private organisations,
multinationals, MSMEs, NGOs, and schools to compete and submit case studies, showcasing their efforts and
initiatives to ensure a positive workplace for women. The aim was to recognize gender equality, inspiring others to
proactively promote women empowerment at the workplace in their respective spheres.

Winner

ONGC

Public
Sector
Private
Sector

Winner

Bharti Foundation

Winner

Runner Up

Nestle

Zensar

NGO
Sector
01

Academics
Sector

Special Jury Recognition Award: First Steps Babywear Pvt. Ltd.
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Winner

Salipur Public School

Case Study Session
The session showcased the award-winning case studies from the public sector, private sector, academic
institutions, and non-profit organization categories in improving gender equality and implementing policies
through sustainable actions.

ONGC

Nestle

Field location roles at ONGC have been mostly
dominated by men. To change this, the company
changed the policy to allow women to be trained
for on-field jobs. Consequently, department
heads were asked to hire women for field
locations based on their willingness, and
subsequently transferring them to desk-based
roles during life stages involving maternity, elder
care, etc. This was considered similar to men
taking up transfers to other departments after
working on on-field roles for a few years. Hiring
more women saw the company face some
resistance from the department heads, so a
female-only on-field team was formed. This team
succeeded in their roles and became amongst the
highest-rated technical experts in their
departments. The case set an example for
corporates to re-look corporate policies and
rethink the role of women in traditionally male
roles, thus being an inspiration for other women to
follow suit.

The problem statement in the case study was the
lack of opportunities and also infrastructure like
toilets for female field officers in the offices of
distributors, which translated to a low hiring rate
of women. To address this, all distributors were
mandated to have one designated female toilet.
Women were also allowed to experience a role
before deciding if it was suited for them. In
addition to this, gender equality sessions were
held in vernacular languages for distributors and
the surrounding community, thus ensuring the
safety of field officers and the sensitization of male
managers. There were also sessions on
menstrual hygiene, lactation, and pregnancy for
community awareness. These efforts resulted in
increasing women headcount from 20% to 45% in
the workforce and 25% women working as field
officers.
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Zensar

Bharti Foundation

The problem statement highlighted the difficulty in
retaining the female workforce post the maternity
leave. Additionally, the lack of confidence in getting
back to jobs and the added responsibility of
childcare, made it difficult for women to get reemployed. To solve this, Zensar introduced women
networks for young parents, hobby clubs,
technology groups, data science groups, etc. They
also set up structures for women employees to be
mentored and coached on leadership skills by
female leaders both within Zensar and female
leadership from their customer base. The company
further introduced adoption leaves for 16 weeks,
surrogacy and tubectomy leaves, pregnancy care
program called Zeva and other employee
assistance programs, where all family members
can access counselors for various issues.
Furthermore, the company prioritised women’s
safety by providing cab services and automated IVR
systems to confirm women reached home safely. A
no dot policy that required all teams to have at least
one woman and a supplier diversity framework to
include women were also introduced.

Bharti Foundation works on various projects on
education throughout India like setting up
infrastructure for schooling and supportive
infrastructure for staff like crèches, breast
feeding rooms, toilets, allotted parking lots,
company managed hotels or cabs. It has worked
on improving the education practices by taking
best practices from the government schools and
bringing contemporary practices to rural schools.
The foundation inculcates a gender-inclusive
enabling environment and has zero-tolerance for
sexual harassment issues and this culture is
extended to the schools operated by them too.
Furthermore, it supports enabling policies like
pre and post maternity benefits and proximity to
work locations for its teachers in schools. All
occasions and subsequent programs are carried
out related to gender equality and inclusion. The
foundation has set targets for schools to improve
on the enrollment of girls and try achieving a
favourable gender ratio.

Salipur School, Cuttack Orissa
Started in February 2002, with just 3 lady teachers, the school has expanded over the years. Teachers are
involved in educating and generating general awareness amongst children by taking activities like plantation
programs and participating in gender equality programs as part of CBSE curriculum. Owing to the rural location
of the school, awareness and subsequent counseling for parents and guardians is done by the school as well. In
addition to this, the school promotes a gender-inclusive culture amongst its teaching and non-teaching staff,
alongside strict sexual harassment policies in place. It not only supports hiring Divyaang employees and
caretakers but also, provides a 6-month maternity leave and
promotes pursuing higher education for its teachers. Additionally,
the school provides breaks for teachers after lunch to tend to their
children and families before returning to teach in the second half
of the school hours. The school prioritises the safety of its female
staff while traveling in remote areas.
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My Journey Spotlight Session
Moderator: Vaishali Sinha, Chair GES 2020, Chief Sustainability, CSR & Communication Officer,
ReNew Power

Kaku Nakhate

Gowri Ishwaran

President & Country Head-India,
Bank of America

Vice Chair, The Global Education &
Leadership Foundation (tGELF)

Ending Comments: Dr. Subramanya Kusnur, Chairman & CEO - AQUAKRAFT

Ms. Vaishali Sinha welcomed the two inspiring women at the dais and set the
context of the session by elaborating on how understanding their struggles and
their perseverance can be a source of encouragement for all women and men
present. The rich experience and charisma of the speakers captivated everyone
and converted the session into a TED-style talk where the audience could relate
the insights with their life-experiences.

Ms. Kaku Nakate reflected on her journey with her memories of her parents and
initial days of employment. She spoke of her parents being very supportive of all
her endeavors. She acknowledged how her parents stressed on the selfdependence of their children, by allowing her to make her own choices from a
young age and explain herself for those choices. At she grew up, her father
wanted her to be a part of his legal firm and work as a solicitor. However, she
chose to follow her passion and chose a career in finance, which at her time was
not conventional for a women. She recounted her experience facing unconscious
bias in her early roles as she worked her way to the Trading room, which she
exclaimed was male-dominated. She spoke of her teammates’ skepticism in
taking on the role, but her decision to try more roles and her Manager’s support
gave her flexibility to finally find what’s the right fit for her.
Ms.Kaku quoted that her obstacles throughout the career were the best learning
experiences and she attributes her negotiation skills to them. Even later in life as
she progressed in her career, she continued to face gender-based barriers such
as lack of informal networking opportunities due to male colleagues preferring
to socialize with other men. She believes that the best way to bring down barriers
is to take them as a challenge and work harder to prove yourself. Not only does it
get your foot on the door but also becomes the biggest catalyst for your personal
growth.She highlighted that leadership should take it upon themselves to
encourage women at work and create more opportunities for them.
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Ms. Gowri Ishwaran enlightened the audience with multiple experiences of her
life and how they eventually led her to chose the prestigious role of a teacher.
She started with acknowledging her parents for their love and support and
followed up with how it was a male-figure in her life, the Father at her son’s
school who instilled a sense of confidence in her to take up the job of teaching.
Despite her initial skepticism, she connected with children from day one. Her
love for teaching made her believe in her skills and her own-self. Thus, showing
how giving an opportunity can change someone’s life.
Ms. Gowri further highlights how giving credit to women when they excel goes a
long way in making them feel confident and thus, keeping them as part of the
workforce. She promoted the need to have a gender-neutral environment at
home instead of just lip service towards gender equality. She advocated
allowing children to pursue what makes them happy, which enables them to
grow up to be a contented individual. She further advised that gender-equality
notion needs to be imbibed in children from a young age.

Dr. Subramanian Kusnur closed the discussion thanking both speakers for
sharing insights from their experiences and stated from the context of his
company AquaKraft, that he found women to be the best custodians of
resources.
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Plenary Session 1
Rethinking representation across
value chains

Moderator

Dr. Bhaskar Chatterjee
Secretary-General, Indian
Steel Association, IILM –
Senior Director

Speakers

Alka Mittal

Jyotsna Sharma

Shankar Goenka

Director-HR,
ONGC

President & Country Head-India,
Bank of America

Chief Architect & MD,
WOW Factors

Gender
equality starta,
you become
what you see.

The video introduced Siddhant Sinha, a high schooler who is also the founder of
Sun Foundation, a tech platform for climate change advocacy and renewable
energy adoption. He related his understanding of Generation Equity as a society
where men and women are given equal opportunity and play equal roles in the
economy. He advocated the need for breaking gender stereotypes and called for
people to be given the freedom to make their own decisions. He shared his own
experiences of a girl brigade working admirably as solar ambassadors. He
quoted his respect for the impressive task by these girl ambassadors and the
great impact they have on society. Further, he acknowledged the efforts of his
mother and sister being the influencers of his life and how they made him aware
of gender equality by simply reflecting that gender equality starts at home.
Siddhant thus highlighted awareness as the first step to combat gender
inequality. He expressed his gratitude to UNGCNI for their efforts and expressed
his opinion on the importance of involving youth in gender equality discussions.

Dr. Bhaskar Chatterjee was the moderator of this session and brought the
attention of everyone on how the SDGs are taking further the Millennium
Development Goals (MDGs) and creating tangible change. He engaged the
speakers with the origin of the word value chain, which was first discussed in
Michael Porter’s book “Competitive Advantage: Creating and Sustaining
Superior Performance.” He highlighted how this era is seeing some companies
as well as countries performing well in gender equality indices and asked the
speakers to enlighten the audience on how their companies have created a
gender-equal environment across their value chain. Furthermore, he spoke of
the need for a future where gender equality is no longer a development issue and
initiated the discussion on robust steps needed to achieve SDG 5 by 2030.
17

Create a culture
where women’s
contributions
are realized.
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Women tend to
underestimate
their
capabilities and
potential, but
there can be
others, who can
boost them.

Dr. Alka Mittal reflected on her career by speaking about her journey from an
entry-level role to a board member, elaborating on her experiences in
overcoming gender barriers. She highlighted the gradual change in people’s
negative perception about ‘girls being ambitious’, from being considered a
negative trait to a positive one in recent years. She noted the need for women to
think beyond being just sincere and honest to their jobs and be recognized for the
pool of other values they bring to the table. She also highlighted the changes
within ONGC towards gender diversity and gender-neutral culture, citing how
their Chairman supported women bringing in innovative work-culture ideas. Ms.
Alka recounted her experience of women being skeptical about themselves as
leaders in comparison to men who already perceive themselves as fit enough for
leadership roles. She further added on her feelings towards bringing change for
women by an effort she made by collaborating with National Institute of Design
(NID) to develop a woman-friendly dungaree to wear at on-the-field locations.
She also attributed favorable women representation at the management level
as a major factor to catalyse gender-sensitive decision making, citing that her
presence made management think along gender-neutral lines, thus showing
the impact of diversity.

Ms. Jyotsna Sharma spoke of her experience around gender equality from an
early age, with her father strongly advocating for his daughters to be
independent and successful contributors to society through reasoning,
questioning and being bold. She gained from this support by pursuing her CA
aspirations and achieve them. She stated that she was able to enter the maledominated manufacturing industry owing to her low pay expectations, however,
she soon realized her true potential to advance her career. She advocated hiring
women through fair competitive means rather than a ‘good-to-have’ approach,
which she states allows women to be confident of their capabilities and
achievements. Once women are in the corporate pipeline, she said mentoring
and networking were crucial for overcoming cultural barriers. She brought
attention to how at homes women are confined to domestic work while men have
avenues for gaining more knowledge and networking. Hence, she
recommended organisations to provide platforms for women to network and
share knowledge which is often amiss during their professional growth. She
further added that women’s innate potential combined with higher emotional
intelligence, makes them fit for leadership roles and management should find
means to harness this opportunity.

I learnt my
lessons in
leadership from
my mother.

The thought of
being
independent
needs to be
created at an
early age.

Dr. Shankar Goenka advocated the need for teachers to use their positive
influence for motivating others. He shared his experiences as a teacher for
young girls in India, particularly in the state of Rajasthan, where social barriers
devoided girls of even primary education, thus resulting in very low enrollment
rates. However, he observed that once these girls are given the chance to get
educated and get involved in extracurricular activities, they excelled within 6
months and showed improved confidence levels. He stressed the need to have
effective conversations and instill personal confidence through motivation to
bring out logical thinking abilities in young girls, specially in rural areas. This will
not only open discussions on gender equality at a young age but also open their
world to new opportunities.
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Key Takeaways

01

Create conducive work environments for women to feel comfortable and
start seeing themselves as leaders

Inculcate male allies and mentor for women who encourage career
growth towards leadership roles.

03

Hire women on merit criteria rather than a mandate, to encourage
confidence in women and change existing stereotype

Include girls from socially restrictive regions in educational institutions
and provide opportunities to explore opportunities to improve confidence
in women

05

02

04

Create female leadership role models that voice women’s problems and
perceptions in the organisation
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Plenary Session 2
Digital Inclusion &
Women Empowerment

Moderator

Shweta Rajpal Kohli
Country Director, Public
Policy & Government
Affairs, Salesforce
India & South Asia

Speakers

Raj Sheshadri

Anjali Singh

Global President
Data and Services, Mastercard

Managing Director
Deutsche Bank

Women have
different levels of
independence due
to technology such
as financial
independence and
mobility
independence

Neha Barjatya
Cheif Internet Saathi
Google

Subi Chaturvedi
TikTok For Good India

Ms. Shweta Rajpal Kohli initiated the session by bringing the focus on
understanding difficulties around digital inclusion and the subsequent
financial inclusion of women in India. She started the deliberation by
talking about digitisation giving rise to a knowledge economy, as we usher
in the 4th Industrial revolution. Followed by questions to speakers on how
digitization can bridge the gender divide. Furthermore, she engaged the
dais with discussions on access to the internet, internet-enabled financial
inclusion, opportunities for women in the digital sector among other
topics. The session later involved various questions from the audience
which were addressed by the dais through their rich insights.
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Ms. Raj Sheshadri spoke about women using the internet to achieve financial
inclusion and self-dependence, accelerated further through involving them in
the technology sector. She gave examples of technology being leveraged to
achieve greater economic success in rural communities. One instance being
of farmer networks utilizing mobile phones to connect to end-users and
directly sell their produce thus bypassing the middlemen. Another example
she cited was of working with cash economy dependent small retailers who
went digital and got access to larger market. She further added with an
instance of rural women acting as “Digital Didi” who teach other women about
banking, payments, access to markets, etc. Furthermore, she spoke of
MasterCard working with women artisans to help them use digital technology
and attain financial inclusion. This was done by providing access to micro and
small business owners to markets through their phones and the internet. She
also spoke of how removing prevalent stereotypes around ‘women in
technology’ will enable girls to pursue STEM education from a younger age.

Gender equality is
the fundamental
problem that we
have to fix because a
lot of the others are a
domino effect that
goes through.

The overlap
between financial
inclusion and
gender inclusion
reinforces each
other.

Ms. Anjali Singh initiated the discussion with the digital divide
specially concerning access to technology is widening rather than
getting better. She spoke of social stereotypes responsible for this
increase, such as men being perceived as better capable of using
technology as compared to women. She stated that economic equality
and financial inclusion can be achieved only through efforst in
increasing awareness around accessibility and ensuring affordability
of technology. Additionally, addressing the inherent problems
surrounding gender inequality will enable women to leapfrog to
sectors previously out of reach from them. She also spoke of how
some digital technology companies are already reducing this gender
divide such as Uber and Amazon, which have been instrumental in
promoting gender-neutral work culture. She also suggested
validating ground realities with frameworks from forums like G20,
which are laying out robust policies around ICT.

Ms. Neha Barjatya spoke of her experience in Google’s “Internet Saathi”
program that works with rural women to propagate internet usage and
empower. She highlighted India has over 450 million internet users, but
women in rural areas are still not an active part of this user group. This is
mainly due to lack of accessibility, affordability, prevalent stereotypes and
subsequent marginalization of these women. Google trained women as
“Internet Saathi” from within the communities, who further engage with
community women to teach them internet usage. This engagement created
far-reaching impacts for women, such as using the internet to educate their
children, increasing crop-yield for female farmers, improving cattle health
and more. This further resulted in improved confidence in the female users,
who not only felt a sense of self-respect but also were respected in their
communities owing to the increase in financial gains. Ms. Neha highlighted
the need for using digital technology to educate more women and help them
create opportunities that trigger a positive change towards gender equality.
She further advocated for collecting gender-disaggregated data and applying
the gender lens into policy and program structure.
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Technology is
only as good as
what we make it
be, so lets make
it gender-equal.

OUTCOME REPORT

When you have
women from
different bastions
as role models,
you should find
every occasion to
talk about them.

Dr. Subhi Chaturvedi shared her experiences working with TikTok for Good
in providing a platform for women from smaller towns and remote areas to
get visibility and get a platform to voice their opinions. She stated how women
in smaller cities and towns struggle for representation and TikTok became an
effective medium for representing themselves within the safety of their
homes. These women further act as mentors to other women and show them
the way to be get around knowledgable resources such as making videos for
learning basic English. TikTok also engages user communities about
discussing difficult social issues such as gender-based violence with their
“kaunsi badi baat hai” campaign, which worked with over 500 NGOs. TikTok’s
EduTok is another channel where women make videos on life skills,
confidence building, physical wellness, mental wellbeing, languages, and
self-expression across India. Dr. Surbhi expressed her views on how the
digital platform is creating a powerful community of women across India who
further act as local representatives for women in smaller towns and cities.
She suggested that policymaking encompassing gender should be through a
bottom-up approach with inclusiveness at its core, and internet governance
and digital literacy are key enablers to bridge the digital divide. She further
adds access to technology gives rise to creativity which can enable women to
be part of the bigger picture and thus, support the public sector.

Key Takeaways

01

Involve local women as social change champions to improve digital
literacy and financial inclusion

Break gender stereotypes regarding digital technology and make
women confident in using dig-tech

03

02

Encourage more at will economy business ideas that allow women to feel
independent and safe with decision making

Encourage social media communities of women for representation
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04

Plenary Session 3
Innovation and Entrepreneurship –
Achieving SDG 5

Moderator

Nita Kapoor
Advisor, Investor &
Entrepreneur ‘for profit’
social impact startups

Participants

Shikha Nehru Sharma

Anand Vijay Jha

Arushi Nishank

Founder & MD
Nutriwel Health
(India) Pvt. Ltd.

Vice President and Head
Corporate Affairs Public Policy
Communications and Sustainability, Walmart India

Social Activist Environmentalist,
Youngpreneur, Film Producer
Dancer – Cultural Emissary

Jitendra Agarwal
Senior Vice President-HEB
Luminous Power Technologies Pvt. Ltd

Nupur Garg
Founder, WinPE: Women in Private Equity
Independent Director, SIDBI

Not only Beti Padhao,
Beti Bachao but also
Beti Kamaye, Beti
Kharche.

Ms. Nita Kapoor kicked off the session by asking the speakers to
share their opinion on positive changes they experienced surrounding
gender equality and on whether women in the present generation
have a greater role in financial decision making. She addressed the
speakers with questions around ‘acceptable behavior’ towards
women and how they should handle them in this era. The discussion
further talked about the new skills that are required to enable women
to be part of the workforce and the role of disruptive technology.
Ms. Nita posed questions around the representation of women in
investment decisions and how benefits like maternity leave for
women, are considered as barriers for employment.
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OUTCOME REPORT

Dr. Shikha Nehru Sharma spoke about the increased mobility of women in
the present day and an increase in the number of women coming out and
voicing their opinion. She cited her own experience with respect to the
difficulty faced by women in accessing financial services and being selfdependent. Furthermore, domestic violence continues to be a cause of
concern as it goes under reported with a lack of support being a huge
impediment. She also stated that while positive changes are visible, women
still take the backseat, citing an example of how women keep pushing forward
to promote a healthy lifestyle for their families but often neglect their health.
They are usually the ones to be the sacrificing parent and often their worth is
undermined. Talking about entrepreneurship Dr. Shikha highlighted that
although women entrepreneurs are increasing, they still have a long way to go
when it comes to a free hand to take risks in business strategy, like their male
counterparts. She concludes by stating that impactful and inclusive
collaborations hold the key to achieve gender equality in the coming future.

There is a hunger
among women to
become
successful
entrepreneurs, to
be a job giver
rather than a job
seeker.

Today’s women
have a voice and
they have a
dream.

Mr. Anand Vijay Jha revisiting his experiences stated that some positive
changes are visible, specially in the informal sector, wherein some women
have now progressed from being a job seeker to now being a job giver. He
suggested that women should be encouraged to broaden their horizons and
try different roles. He further added that his company has started addressing
gender inequality within its operations and are working constantly towards
policy level changes. Mr. Anand brought attention to the importance of
enabled work environments such as the practice of work from home that has
provided women the flexibility to continue working during and post maternity
period. He stated that objectives of performance ratings should change from
the number of hours worked to the efficiency of the work, to allow genderequal working conditions. He also commented on the need to address the skill
gap of women in the retail sector and support them in their career growth.
When asked to summarise in one phrase the way forward to achieving gender
equality, he said “stretch your imagination”, stating that women need to push
back gender stereotypes and look forward to trying unprecedented job roles.

Ms. Arushi Nishank spoke of how opportunities are rising for women now to
break the barriers of poverty and illiteracy but still they look towards the male
members of the family to validate their decisions. When talking about
business, women’s merit is being recognised however there is still a long way
to go towards instilling a sense of self-confidence in them. She highlighted
from her recent experiences on how women are innately good with concepts
of modern sustainable management, such as the circular economy, thus
skilling and upskilling of women, specially from the rural populations is
essential to make them suitable for profitable employment opportunities –
such as technology training. She summarised the way forward to achieving
gender equality by quoting the adage “aurat hi aurat ki dushman hoti hai” and
advocated that contrary to this adage it’s the female members supporting
each other that will open the way to greater representation and thus women
empowerment.
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Women need to
empower one
another.

Organisations
must move
conversations
beyond just
maternity leave.

Ms. Nupur Garg spoke about how technology has become an enabler for
gender equality. Despite stereotyping being prevalent, there is a gradual
change in the perception of parents towards girls in the family which further
has reflects in the upbringing. Confidence in women in the households has not
only enabled them to handle duties that usually men do but also made women
more confident about voicing their opinions and them being heard. Ms. Nupur
further talked about the decision-makers in businesses– talking about how
venture capital firms have very skewed gender percentages – which reflects in
board rooms and cascades down to the lower strata of the hierarchy as well as
across the supply chains. She highlighted that stereotyping is still prevalent in
business investing agencies, citing the example of how the pregnant female
entrepreneurs are not seen as a good investment opportunity by most Private
Equity players, and businesses continue to put maternity leave as a barrier.
When asked to summarise the way forward to achieving gender equality, she
promoted “balance and diversity” stating that right gender balance and
diversity alongside men across the value chain is key to breaking stereotypes.

Mr. Jitendra Agarwal shared his observation on how women are traditionally
raised as secondary owners of assets of the family which ingrains the gender
divide from a young age itself. He advocates the need for change through a
top-down approach citing that he entrusts his wife to manage the family
finances. He further stated that equal representation is still a long dream
when it comes to women acquiring board seats in businesses. Mr. Jitendra
also spoke of technology for ease-of-living for women and how it can be part of
an enabled work environment thus creating more gender diverse teams. He
talked about apprehensions around women taking up unprecedented roles or
taking long leaves and why addressing the discomfort of both employer and
employee is essential. When asked to summarise the way forward to
achieving gender equality, he said that women should aim “to be themselves”,
as the power to overcome barriers lies within.

Men and women
need to behave
equally and focus
on what is needed
to be done.

Roadmap

01

Upskill women
to move to new
age business
models and
practices

02

Recognize efforts
by women to
create self-worth
and confidence
to move ahead in
careers

03

04

Incorporate
gender
representation
in highest levels
of decision
making

Sensitize men
and women to
accept each
other as equal
peers
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05

Create
awareness and
adoption
methods for new
gender inclusive
policies

06

Create women
networks that
support and
guide each
other
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